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This is SKYRACK No. 19, 
dated 28th May I960, and - 
published by Ron Bennett, 
7 Southway, Arthurs Ave. , 
Harrogate, Yorkshire,Eng
land. 6d per copy, 2/6d 
for 6 issues. Subscript
ions in USA @ 35/ for 6 
issues(6 issues airmailed 
for 65/) to Bob Pa via t, 
6001 - 43rd Ave,Hyattsville, 
Maryland. News of interest 

*. to SB fans welcomed. Cartoon 
* by Arthur Thomson.

NO HEADLINE NEWS THIS ISSUE, but bits and pieces, short itemsand 
lengthy chatter from all over the place. No fewer than 9 fanzines 
are reviewed this issue, bursting the theory-bubble that after 
conventions fans join the winter flies. And not one crudzine among 
the lot!
NEW FAN Robert Anderson(Box 696,Dade City, Fla.,USA) is keen on 
making contacts this side of the Pond. *** WSFS Inc drags on • 
Following rerort that to dissolve WSFS incorporation cash would 
have to be pàid to Sheriff's Office, I’ve had’sent a copy of a 
letter f 1 om the Sheriff himself (not., Bill Donaho, re speeding on 
the 66)referring to the matter — no cash is due *** Letter from 

well, it's signed "G.Clarke, assistant manager"and is typed on 
Kingsley Hotel notepaper, reading,1' Dear Sir, Vast quantities of 
our hotel stationary have been traced to your address, we hope yop. 
found it satisfactory and complacent with the high standard of 
other hotel facilities." Ha to you, too. ***Bob & Barbara Silver
berg are either in Eurore or on their way over here right now. They 
will celebrate the TAFF"deadline of 15th June by spending the even
ing at the Globe searching out old faces. Take that either way. 
Ella Parker(151 Canterbury Rd,West Kilburn, London NW 6)is getting 
uo an Arthur(ATOM)Thomson Anthology and she would appreciate nomin
ations of illos for same. Any Atomillos. These will be re-transferr- 
ed where necessary. Sim-ply name source *** Wanted, wanted,wanted —- 
copy of SKYRACK 16. The British Museum is lacking this issue. I 11 
give 6 issue subscription for same. Now's your chance to see Bennett 
in jail *** Ken Potter arrived at the last SFCL meeting asking where 
Irene ar ght get a cheap abortion, typical of the man. The Lancaster exiles^are infanticipating.early 1961. *** C^ d from Alan Rispin 
hitching round Wales: "Luscious scenery — didn't know Wales had it 
so good." Peasant! Just because Welsh fandom is gafia of late....



DON POND IN LIVERPOOL. Alan Rispin covers the weekend following.the 
LonCon when Don Eord was a guest of LaSFaS:- "I hitched to Liverpool 
in a refrigeration van and was deposited deepfrozen in the city. I 
made my way ferrywise to the Shorrocks' where Eric Bentcliffe had 
already arrived. We set out to meet Dave Kyle at the station and ate 
first at a .Chinese Restaurant. A few minutes before the appointed 
time for Dave’s arrival we went downstairs and into the street... 
only to bump into Dave Kyle!! Wearing dark glasses and a beret, he 
was disguising himself so that no-one would recognise him as an Am- 
ican//Dave Kyle in Liverpool? Have you heard Last & First Fen?//. A s' 
we went back to the Shorrocks, Don got a few shots of_a drunk wander
ing down the street. He's going to present them as "LãSFãS Aftermath 
...members returning home." Shots were taking of religious speakers 
on the quayside, with fans gathering round. Dave, who was in L'pool 
during the war, told of the way he was struck with office workers on 
the ferry boat decks, taking their morning constitutionals and all 
WALKING THE SAME WAY ROUND. At 2 Arnot Way, a party quickly develop
ed. Patti Milnes won first prize for a fancy dress costume of tights 
and headscarf. There was a brag game and Eric recorded a tape to 
Terry and Miri Carr. In the morning Ina served a much needed break
fast and then John Roles, Don, Dave, Ina, Norman and the children 
went to the station to see Don off to London and thence Paris . At 
the station porters were amazed to see Don showered with confetti 
(torn up bus tickets)to shouts of "Don Ford, Go Home." He denar ted 
in clouds of steam. Eddie Jones nearly jumped on a nearby loco with 
instructions to "Follow that train," but it moved away before he 
could, breaking down just outseide the station. All through the 
procedings Don had been a fund of information on US fandom and the 
anecdotes had got better as time went on. Attendees at the party 
were Norman & Ina, Norman Weedall, Johns Roles and Owen, Stan Nut
tall and girl friend, Patti & Frank Milnes, Dave, Don, two Jeffs 
with wife and girl friend, and myself."

THE TRANS-ATLANTIC FAN FUND. It’s the usual and done thing for a 
TAFF Administrator to appeal for-Funds and hardly an issue of SKY
RACK has been published without my mentioning where to send votes 
and cash. However, the time has come to Get Down To Business! At the LonCon I let it be known, following the highly successful TAFF 
Auction, that the Fund was successful and that the delegate’s ticket 
was virtually assured. This was some £50 from the truth, for whilst 
I started the Fund with cash in hand, the American Treasury was 
cleaned out last December. Cash is therefore URGENTLY needed. Also 
whilst the number of votes I alone have received runs into the fort
ies, more will not go amiss. This is an extremely close campaign 
(the lead actually changed last week!) and your vote will count now 
as never before. Voting forms enclosed with this SKYRACK are there
fore more than a reminder — it's practically a matter of arm- 
twisting! Votes and cash either to me, or to Bob Mad le at his new 
address: 4500 Aspen Hill Road, Rockville, Maryland, USA. It is 
hoped that the next issue of SKYRACK will carry the good news that 
the Fund has been successful, along with the name of the chosen 
delegate.

Congratulations to Mike and Marjorie Wallace, married 2nd April. 
New address is 232 Narborough Rd., Leicester.
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Wirral, Cheshire. 55pp.)This final issue of the Liverpool Group’s 
fanzine is being circulated through OMPA(I'm sitting here typing 
this immediately prior to the OMPA mailing-and I have 54 different 
copies from which to choose in this review!). Most of the issue is 
devoted to the America of Happy Fannish Solacon days, with part 6 
of my own Colonial Excursion(at last!), a four page report by Bill 
Donaho on the Solacon Motorcade and a 22 page report on the Solacon ' 
itself by Terry Carr. In addition to this titbit and its previous
ly mentioned attendants, there is John Owen's regular Drums Along 
The Mersey, and further items by Will Jenkins(The Chairman of the 
Philadelphia chapter of LaSFaS), Pattie Milnes, Bob Richardson,Pete 
Daniels(the Chairman of the Merseysippi chapter of LãSFãS)and Eric 
Bentcliffe. Artwork is featured from both Eddie Jones and Arthur 
Thomson and sputnik stamps are supplied by Liverpool Stamp Sales. 
As this issue bears the expected Liverpool Hallmark — Quality — 
it is naturally highly recommended.

CACTUS 5(Sture Sedolin, Box 403, Vallingby 4,Sweden.' i^y I960. 76pp. 
10 issues for 7/- to Alan Dodd, 77 Stanstead Rd.,Hoddesdon,Herts). 
This is the first anniversary issue of CACTUS and it is undoubtedly 
a fabulous piece of work. Included as a supplement is Lars Heland- 
er’s SFAIRA 5, two years or sc out of date, but still very interest-* 
ing. Pride of place in the issue goes to Archie Mercer's LonCon re
port in which everyone present is at least wntioned. Bob Coulson 
writes on the wild friends he has in fandom. Nay Kelson’s stylus 
creates another Beanie Brigade. Harry Warner writes on European 
craftsmanship. Alan Dodd writes on a day in London(You sure that 
when I spilled water on the stairs, Alan, it wasn't a deliberate 
attempt to have you slip on them?). Les Gerber reviews fanzines and 
Ken Cheslin writes on the evil of the dreaded Peking Tong. There are 
also short items from Paul Rehorst, Clayton Hamlin, Michel Boulet, 
George Wells and Alan Rispin, who features with other well-known 
fans on an excellent photocover. Recommended.

TRIODE 18(Mcy I960. Eric Bentcliffe, 47 Alldis Street — heck,with 
mi 7 a rider to this SKYRACK you already know this — & Terry Jeeves

Sharrard Grove,Sheffield 12,Yorks).As Terry is shortly to be 
married and will be cutting down his fanning time, this is the last 
issue of one of Britain's leading fanzines. Eric is going into part
nership with Norman Shorrock to produce a new zine called BASTION. 
This final TRIODE is again perfect in layout and presentation, a 
faultless fanzine. Its 40 pages include another Harrsion adventure, 
a short piece by Terry Carr on his wife(yes, I know all the things I 
could have said, but British understatement y'know),“Two editorials, the usual letters, a hifi piece from "Penelope Fandergaste," illos 
by Eddie Jonss and Atom, wonderfully registered two coloured cover 
and contents pages and a welcome return of Mal Ashworth's column, 
Abacchus. High quality stuff. Thank you, Terry and Eric, for the 
pleasure I've had in the past from TRIODE. I'm sorry that it can't 
continue. -

There are, I understand, still available copies(l/-)of The SFCL's 
Club Combozine(Ella Parker,151 Canterbury Rd.,Wets Kilburn,London 
NW6). This is not a fanzine to be missed. Therefore, why miss it?
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APORRHETA 17(H.P.Sanderson, "Inchmery," 236 Queens Road, New 1, 
London SE 14;l/6 or 20^ copy, reductions on bulk! ;52pp>. vviuh-he 
abundance of micro-elite it is no wonder that Sanoy has fallen 
further away from his originally planned montnly schedule. Anu 
who’s complaining? This issue boasts an extra-length ±r.lu.-Oj--i 
erest Inchmery Fan Diary (incidentally, San uy., Eric Ben collide 
stood for TAFF only once previously, m 1956/, a neat 
theme titles by Bob Tucker(in the Tucker manner), the 
winning entries of the first Apidiascope competition, 
George Locke, the usual columns by Dean Grennell, Joy 
taloupe Flabbergasts, and Penelope Fandergaste, to say nothing of 
short items by Belle Dietz and Don Allen. There are Rotsler illos 
and an Atom cover, and Les Gerber, this issue is right back on the

and 
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results 
a story
Clarke,Can-

ball — highly recommended.

DON FORD IN LONDON. Ella Parker writes: "I knew that Don w?s Cue 
back from Paris on the Thursday too late for the Globe and I . 
suggested, via Ted Carnell, that we meet on the Friday for a quiet 
chat. He was too exhausted to do more than totter into a pub and 
fall into the nearest chair. We sat until.the place closed with me 
listening(for a change)to his adventures in Paris in search of 
pictures to take. ”1 don’t want feelthy postcards, I can take bet
ter pics myself.” Later we moved to a cafe where the talk ranged 
from early personalities in fandom to short descriptive sketches 
of people who had until then been', just names to me. Most of them 1 
feel I’ve met briefly, listening to Don talk. /*/ It was arranged 
that Ted Carnell should take Don to the airport terminal at Victor
ia and I’d ns et them there and go out to the airport with him to • 
make sure he left the country. I asked Ted Forsyth to get up early 
on the Saturday and come with, me. He did so in.the name of friend
ship or something equally obscure. When we arrived the first person 
we’ saw was Ted Carnell sitting there like a zombie. He requested, 
”Wake me up as you go past, will you?” Don was at the registration 
counter with his luggage and when he came over I noticed that he 
looked positively GREEN! They’d had a farewell do at Ted’s the pre
vious evening and had been drinking gin until Les Flood arrived, 
with a bottle of champagne. They both looked ghastly. We piled.into 
the coach for the airport, with Ted Carnell hopping round looking 
for a spot from which to take his last pic of Don. ?’^'3
glimpse I had of him was as he entered the coach to take him over 
to the plane. Still hugging his precious camera case and still as 
tall and big as when he’d arrived. So! We didn't wear him down 
after all. I hated to see him go. I remembered frantically all the 
things I meant to ask him and say to him, thinking Delatedly of the 
many things I could perhaps have done to make his visit.here more 
enjoyable. He took his memories back home with him in his camera bu* 

' I doubt if they are any warmer than mine of a lar ge, tall, guy,
quiet voiced and from Cincinnati! — pronounced Concinnatta — a gu; 
who had the gift of making you feel this was the visit of an old an< 
valued friend rather than a first time meeting."

DON FORD IN AMERICA. The above, no doubt, explains the card I had 
from Don on his arrival home. It read, "It was a looong aay at work 
today!"



Wake up, your subscription expires thish ; Next issue
****************** *—v *~v * r ****** * *

THIRD YORKSHIRE FAPACON was held on Sunday 22nd May at the Bradford 
home of Mal & Sheila Ashworth. Fannish gags were milked to death, 
fannish gossip gossiped, and fannish games like brag and hearts 
played(Mal won). Visitor Ron Bennett was hosted with a chicken feast
and Irish coffee and loaded down with gifts as he left. And yes,even 
SF was discussed. Thanks a lot, Mal & Sheila. The time passed all 
too quickly.

TAKE THAT WELCOME HOME LYN BERMAN SIGN DOWN, TED CARNELL. I had a 
letter a couple of days after the LonCon from no other than Lyn, 
Ted's former girl friday, er Girl Friday. Ted was telling me that 
he expected Lyn to show up on his doorstep at any day. Lyn sends 
her regards to anyone who remembers her(ha!)and says that she'll 
probably be home in October. But, Lyn...I’ll be in London during 
August.

BECAUSE OF SPACE DIFFICULTIES — and a possible change of address — 
I'm selling most of my collection of pro- and fanzines. Going @ 1/- 
per are: ALPHA 5 -14,ARCTURUS 1,BELLE LETTRE 1, BEM 2- 6, BRENNSCH
LUSS 1 - 3,BURROUGHSANIA 7,9 -13, CAMBER 2,3,9, EYE 1,4,5. and 
various issues of EAST AND WEST, FEZ, FHAN,FOCUS, GESTALT, HYPHEN, 
JAZZ FAN, KIWIFAN, MEUH,NORTHLIGHT, NOW & THEN, BLUE MOON, ORION, 
PERIHELION,PHANTASMAGORIA,RETRIBUTION, A'BAS, CANFAN, CARAVAN, COLE 
FAX, CRY,DEVILS MOTOR BOAT, DIA SPAR, ERRATIC, EXCELSIOR, FAFRHD, 
FANATTIC,FANDOM HARVEST, FAN HISTORY, FANSLANTS, F^NTmSY ^MATEUR, 
FANTASY ROTaTOR, GAMBI.T/GAFIA ,GEEZEE, GEMZINE, GRUE, HORIZON, INN
UENDO, INSIDE JD, KTEIC, MIMSY, MUZZY, OBLIQUE, OOPSLA, OUTRE,PEON, 
PROFANITY, SHAGGY, SKYHOOK, SPACESHIP, SPECTRE, STELLAR, TACITÜM, TWIG, 
UNBRA, VINEGaR WORM,. VOID, WENDIGO, SATELLITE, SD, SPACE Til® S,TRIODE, 
VERITAS, VECTOR, YANDRO and probably others. Also: US Hardbacks: 
27th DAY(Mantley)7/-, WORLD OF NULL-A 10/-, ALL ^BOUT THE FUTURE 
15/-, BEST FROM F&SF 4 7/-, SF CARNIVAL 15/-, FAR BOUNDARIES 12/6. 
Pbs: Mad Strimes Back, Star SF Stories @ 2/6 per;Who Goes There, 
Expedition To Earth, SF The Year's Greatest, Shadows in the Sun, 
After the Rain, Winds of Time, Report on UFO, all @ 2/- per.
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